Synopsis

Jackson Steele and Sylvia Brooks continue to thrill in the second novel of a scintillating, emotionally charged new trilogy that returns to the world of J. Kenner’s beloved Stark novels: Release Me, Claim Me, and Complete Me. I never thought I’d lose control, but his desire took me right to the edge. Powerful, ambitious, and devastatingly sexy, Jackson Steele was unlike any other man I’d ever known. He went after what he wanted with his whole mind, body, and soul - and I was the woman in his sights. One touch and I surrendered, one night together and I was undone. Jackson and I had secrets, dark pieces of our pasts that threatened to swallow us both. We couldn't outrun our demons or the people trying to tear us apart. But in our passion we found salvation, and in each other’s arms we found release. I was scared to trust Jackson fully, to finally let go. Yet no matter the dangers that lay ahead, I knew I was his - and now that we’ve laid claim, there’s no more holding back. On My Knees is intended for mature audiences.
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Customer Reviews

This review is from: On My Knees: A Stark Novel (Stark International Trilogy Book 2) (Kindle Edition)

Alright, finally back with Jackson & Sylvia ^8At the end of the first book, Jackson had just been arrested, because he beat up this horrible Reed person. The guy who wants to make the movie about that house & its family in Santa Fe - but more importantly, the guy who sexually molested Sylvia when she was a teenager. And added to all that drama of course, is the whole 'Damien-is-my-half-brother'-thing that Jackson just told Sylvia. And we’re pretty sure that Damien
won’t welcome any son of Jeremiah Stark with open arms...Will they tell Damien? Because this could probably cost Jackson his island-resort job. Then there’s still Jackson’s need to go 'underground-fighting' whenever something bad happens - and Sylvia’s need to have control about all things - or will she be able to give up some of her hard-won control in some very private areas??

Lots of problems and secrets still to survive until Sylvia & Jackson can have their happy ever after...What will happen to Sylvia & Jackson? Will there be a HEA? Will everybody die at the end? Or will there be a horrible Cliffhanger? I’m not telling you that of course â This time we have a tiny little (aka huge) Cliffy

MY THOUGHTS â

JACKSON STEELE IS BACK â!!!!!!!! I loooved the first book so much, and this sequel did not disappoint for one second!!! We pick up right where Say My Name ended... and we’re not nearly at our HEA... Lots of very exciting things happen - frustrating things - suspensy things - funny things....

4 out of 5 stars Drama is sometimes overrated, but Ms Kenner does drama so well that I can’t wait to dive into each book of hers I read. Sylvia and Jackson are definitely not the typical couple and the fact that they keep leaving each other only to return solidifies the fact that they should be together. In fact, Sylvia tries to stay away from Jackson, but she’s finally starting to understand that there really isn’t a way to keep them apart. And as slumber finally sweeps me away, my last thought is that I was a fool. Because I should know better than to think that even the most potent pain would keep me out of Jackson’s arms.

I liked that in this novel, we got a better glimpse into the thoughts of Jackson. The story was still mainly told from Sylvia’s POV, but once in awhile, we’d get to see things like Jackson was seeing them. This made me very happy as I like to know how the story is developing from all the people involved. Because they neither one had ever had a real relationship, they weren’t keen to title things in this book, but this one thought from Jackson was really the way they both felt and I was so happy to see them finding themselves with each other... of course, they were a long ways from being out of trouble: Dating. The word sounded too thin to hold the depth and power of the emotions he felt for Sylvia. I enjoyed the fact that this relationship was definitely two sided with the protection and fierce feelings they had for each other. Often times the guy is the alpha male and wants to protect his woman, but in this book, even Sylvia goes all mother bear and fights for her man. I love the love, protection, honesty that they have for each other and couldn’t get enough.

Actual Rating: 4.5 Stars â as if he needs to consume me, to prove to himself that Iâ™m
real and that I’m here and that no matter what, I’m not going anywhere. Wow! What a great ride! On My Knees picks up right where Say My Name left off. And let me tell you there is never a dull moment. Just when you think you’ve got a handle on things and things are going to be smooth, a nice little curve ball gets thrown at you and all you can do is brace your self for the ride. After the way things ended with Say My Name, I just had to know more, what would happen next for Jackson and Sylvia? And this book does not disappoint. I was pulled into the story from the very first page. I was completely captivated and unable to stop reading. I fell more in love with Sylvia and Jackson, if that was even possible. Sylvia and Jackson make such a great team. Their connection so deep, so real. They can calm each other with just one look and their ability to understand each other, without fear of judgement is just amazing. I loved watching their relationship move forward and seeing them trying to navigate all the obstacles that life kept throwing at them. And boy did life throw some curve balls at them. Jackson and Sylvia’s bond was really tested in On My Knees. Lies, Secrets, and Blackmail is enough to rock even the strongest of relationships. But, no matter what was thrown at the two of them, no matter how hurt they may have been in the moment, Jackson and Sylvia were both very determined. They weren’t going to give up on each other without one heck of a fight. To say I enjoyed On My Knees would be a total understatement. I was hooked on Jackson and Sylvia’s story and couldn’t wait to find out what would happen next.
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